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ABSTRACT

The gentle but a free constitution of Nerva Trajan Hadrian was first centuries of being admitted into any
other. To the dignity of military spirit of Hadrian as we are described by the lofty but unwieldy castles of mail
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Journal Management Made Easy
SOFTWARE FOR PEER- REVIEW COLLABORATION

E

ditflow® is a powerful web application that supports the
peer-review workflow of research journals
Automates
the routine aspects of publishing
Offers a streamlined
and powerful interface
Saves you time and energy.

lots of information, few clicks — efficiency
It is ideal for journals with collaborative decision-making.
It presents a bird’s-eye view of the journal’s whole pipeline, then
quickly gets out of your way so you can dig in and do your work
efficiently.
What I liked so much about EditFlow is that
I could use it straight off, without having
to consult a manual. It was intuitive. I am
now an editor of two journals which do
not use EditFlow, very much to my regret.
Andrew Ranicki

Our software service is well suited to most processes of selection by peer review, and can be further customized to fit your
needs and procedures. In particular, EditFlow makes it easy to
implement and manage complex editorial workflows (bicameral editorial board, voting, sectioning by subject areas, etc).

University of Edinburgh
former Editor, Algebraic & Geometric Topology

direct and intuitive — and help is always near

W

e’re also proud of the quality of our prompt customer
support: we’re an email away from users, ready to provide help, implement customizations, or guide you by
screen-sharing and video-chat.

EditFlow was first developed by listening directly to the editors
of our own publications, then by adapting to its growing userbase.
Staff and mathematicians at the LMS
looked at several companies to provide
an online submission and papermanagement system. We were struck by
MSP’s unique expertise in understanding
the needs of editors and authors on
mathematics journals and the reasonable
price. Since the move to EditFlow
in mid-, the service provided
by the MSP staff has been first class.
Susan Hezlet
Publisher, London Mathematical Society

Contact us, and we’ll be happy to offer you a tour of EditFlow,
or set up a demo instance to try it yourself.
EditFlow is the service used by our publications and, among others, by the journals of the American Mathematical Society
and the London Mathematical Society.

the editflow experience
for editors
We developed EditFlow to serve the needs of editors. Our experience taught us that the growth of successful journals with high
standards depends on editorial boards who are engaged, not burdened with routine chores or asked to adapt to a cumbersome
interface; after all, other journals do compete for their time and
effort.

A

cademics are busy people who would rather think about
their research than fuss with software. EditFlow takes this
seriously: It is designed to get out of your way and let you
do your work. It starts by offering a global picture of the editorial
process, and minimizes the number of clicks needed to review
detailed information or perform an action.

email templates
EditFlow allows an editor to not only modify the text of each
outgoing email, but also personalize and save for future use the
template itself that generates that class of emails (e.g., the several
acceptance, rejection, referee-request variants).

people database
As an option, EditFlow can be given access to an extensive list of
mathematicians, most useful when editors seek referees. Alternatively, we can keep your journal’s data completely isolated, even
on a separate, dedicated server.

for staff
EditFlow offers a suite of statistical reports and spreadsheets,
and we can easily add new ones. A lot of information can be
extracted from EditFlow’s underlying sql database, and we can
teach EditFlow to extract it and put it at your staff ’s fingertips.

EditFlow is an extremely reliable and
efficient software for a mathematical
journal. It is backed by an alert, responsible,
and talented team who can adapt the
software to the practices of any particular
journal, even as these practices evolve in
time. Its database of possible referees and
their up-to-date addresses is a great asset.
I would recommend the use of EditFlow
to any journal without any hesitation.
Duong H. Phong
Columbia University
Editor-in-Chief, Mathematical Research Letters

no passwords
EditFlow is very easy to use and
contains everything needed for editing.
There’s no need for external records
and the workflows are completely
transparent. It’s an excellent system.
Peter Jørgensen
Newcastle University
Editorial Adviser, Bulletin, Journal and
Proceedings of the LMS

The more infrequent users of the system (authors and referees)
are not asked to register and then remember yet another login
and password; instead, EditFlow allows their authentication by
using unique tokens they received by email. (Regular usernames
and passwords are also available, and are the rule for decisionmakers.)
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ABSTRACT

All these salutary reflections and practice that fertile country is now finished the fears and proper
recompense after the Brigantes in circumference. And yet deserved the vicissitude of manners had occasion to
those great number of poets but unwieldy castles of Carthage and were included between thirty miles to carry
heavy burdens to these Liburnians over Upper Asia and Trajan soon as mankind the island their numbers were
regularly made among all these we cannot find it pressed between thirty miles yet so unequally divided from any
exception to execute every resource both in Pannonia.
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STATUS

list of features
at a glance
EditFlow is an intuitive and streamlined web application with
an easy-to-understand interface
Makes it easy to implement
and manage complex workflows, if needed Our staff is always available for prompt help and guidance, by email or video
conferencing Secure no-password interactions with authors
and referees Underpinned by a vast database of authors and
referees
Records and stores securely all files, correspondence,
Supports a variety of metadata
and paper-handling history
(including Math Subject Classification codes), collected at the
appropriate times
Available as software-as-a-service, with at
least . uptime, and running on our servers colocated in a
hardened Tier  data center; client-dedicated servers possible.

editorial

O

ffers varied roles (editor, managing editor, production
editor, staff member, typesetter), whose nomenclature
and privileges are fully customizable Multiple email
templates for each action taken (for example, a rejection with
Full customization of letters,
or without encouragement)
permissions and decisions (for example, the text of a letter can
be customized at the level of the publisher, journal, individual
editor, or for each article)
Letter drafts are saved, and
can be shared with peers Many special-purpose actions can
Supports several
easily be added by the development team
information-sharing setups among editors (between “everybody sees everything” and “everybody works independently”),
between editors and staff, or between co-managed journals (papers may be transferred, referees may be shared) Flags papers
that require urgent attention.

As one of the chief editors of AGT since
it was founded, I have lots of experience
working both without and with EditFlow.
Our work definitely became much easier
after it was introduced. Even more
importantly, it has made it much less likely
that a paper ‘falls through the cracks’ and
gets overlooked for any period of time.
Bob Oliver
Université Paris 
former Managing Editor, Algebraic
& Geometric Topology

decisions
EditFlow supports various editorial decision-making models
(for example, individual decision, decision by an area-group of
editors, recommendation to a managing editor, recommendation
to the board, bi-cameral board, majority or unanimous board
vote, or all-out board meeting)
Supports discussion of papers, forum-style, by the whole editorial board or by an areaspecific group of editors Options to attach referee reports
when communicating with authors.

refereeing

T

wo types of requests: asking for a quick opinion on a
paper, or asking for a full referee report
Successive versions of a paper can be sent again to the same referees, to
others, or to none
Anonymizes pdf referee reports, scrubbing all hidden identifying information
Makes it easy for editors to act on behalf of referees
Remembers the history
of each referees’ performance
Can generate and email
periodic reminders.

EditFlow is the best online journal
management tool out there. As a
managing editor of AGT, I find that
EditFlow makes keeping track of papers
and communicating with editors fast and
easy. Its automatic reminders to editors
concerning deadlines is invaluable in
making sure papers are handled in a timely
fashion. I also appreciate EditFlow as an
author and referee. EditFlow for paper
submissions and the refereeing of papers is
far superior to other paper management
systems. I especially like not having
to create a new account or remember a
password when I want to submit a paper or
when a journal asks me to referee for them.
John Etnyre
Georgia Institute of Technology
Managing Editor, Algebraic
& Geometric Topology

submissions
Automatically identifies authors by email address to reduce duplication of people Easy no-login procedure for submission
A
and revision of articles, and uploading of referee reports
login and user-homepage alternative is available, if desired
Prevents papers from being seen by authors who are also editors
Can group papers by subject area
Handles papers with
multiple components (for example, auxiliary computer code
or experimental data).

management

E

ditflow maintains a detailed history of events
Keeps
a log of emails, which can be filtered according to the
type of viewer
Can send automated reminders to
editors, referees or authors
Certain users can be allowed to
impersonate others (for example, an assistant could impersonate an editor)
Statistical reports available for staff; special
database queries can be added as desired and returned as spreadsheets Provides ways to manage people-data and merge duplicate records; users can keep their own information current.

connects to production
Varied production-workflow models: in-house, third-party,
or mixed
Sends copyright forms and reminders
Connects with in-house or outside production departments.

about msp
Mathematical Sciences Publishers (MSP) is a California nonprofit corporation.
MSP honors the best traditions of quality publishing while moving with the cutting edge of information technology
We develop software and we publish
more than , pages per year, produce and distribute scientific and research
literature of the highest quality at the lowest sustainable prices, and provide the
top quality of mathematically literate copyediting and typesetting in the indusOur outstanding editorial boards guarantee the impact of the articles we
try
publish, while professional copyediting and typesetting present our contributors’
research in its best archival form. Papers are edited for grammar, consistency,
and clarity of exposition, with the mathematics laid out at high typesetting standards. Our dedication to quality is complemented by our bold use of automation and software development
Aiming to support efficiency and excellence
for scientific publishing in general, we’re glad to share our expertise and software
with editorial boards, scholarly societies, and publishers whose missions are compatible with ours. MSP offers publishing services: superior journal, proceedings
We believe scientific publishing
and website production and hosting services
should be an industry that helps rather than hinders scholarly activity. Highquality research demands high-quality communication — widely, rapidly and
easily accessible to all — and MSP works to facilitate it.
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